Abstract: We propose that age-related alterations in optic nerve head (ONH) biomechanics underlie the clinical behavior and increased susceptibility of the aged ONH to glaucomatous damage. The literature which suggests that the aged ONH is more susceptible to glaucomatous damage at all levels of intraocular pressure is reviewed. The relevant biomechanics of the aged ONH are discussed and a biomechanical explanation for why, on average, the stiffened peripapillary scleral and lamina cribrosa connective tissues of the aged eye should lead to a shallow (senile sclerotic) form of cupping is proposed. A logic for why age-related axon loss and the optic neuropathy of glaucoma in the aged eye may overlap is discussed. Finally, we argue for a need to characterize all forms of clinical cupping into prelaminar and laminar components so as to add precision to the discussion of clinical cupping which does not currently exist. Such characterization may lead to the early detection of ONH axonal and connective tissue pathology in ocular hypertension and eventually aid in the assessment of etiology in all forms of optic neuropathy including those that may be purely age-related.
A variety of data suggest that the optic nerve head (ONH) becomes more susceptible to progressive glaucomatous damage as it ages, although this concept remains unproven through direct experimentation, and may not be true for every aged eye. These data can be summarized as follows. First, in most, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] but not all, 6, 7 populationbased studies, intraocular pressure (IOP) either does not increase with age or if it does, the magnitude of increase is not likely to be clinically important. Thus, the fact that the prevalence of the neuropathy increases with age 8 is likely explained by a greater susceptibility to IOP and other non-IOP-related risk factors, rather than a higher prevalence of IOP elevation, with increasing age. Second, in an extensive review of the literature, we can find only a few reports of the onset and progression of normal tension glaucoma (NTG) in infants, children, and young adults. 9 Although we acknowledge that accurate NTG prevalence estimates require long-term telemetric characterization of untreated IOP and rigorous populationbased ONH and visual field examinations, all existing studies suggest that NTG is most commonly a disease of the elderly [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and by most measures exists only rarely in the young. 9 Third, age is an independent risk factor for both the prevalence 16 and progression of the neuropathy at all stages of damage. [17] [18] [19] 
THE CLINICAL BEHAVIOR OF THE AGED ONH
Apart from the issue of ONH susceptibility, we predict that if all aspects of insult are equal (alterations in IOP, the volume flow of blood and nutrient transfer from the laminar capillary to the ONH astrocyte are all of the same magnitude, duration, and fluctuation), the aged eye will demonstrate clinical cupping that is on average shallow and pale (at all stages of field loss) compared with the eye of a child or young adult. This clinical behavior in its most recognizable form is described as senile sclerotic cupping. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] In the sections that follow, we propose an overlap between the optic neuropathy of aging and the optic neuropathy of glaucoma in the aged eye and a biomechanical explanation for why the aged eye should demonstrate a shallow form of clinical cupping in which pallor more than deformation predominates. strong evidence suggests that damage to the RGC axons within the lamina cribrosa of the ONH [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] is the central pathophysiology underlying glaucomatous vision loss. Recent studies in the monkey [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] and rat [51] [52] [53] support the importance of the ONH, by describing profound alterations within the prelaminar, laminar, and peripapillary scleral tissues of the ONH at the earliest detectable stage of experimental glaucoma.
The ONH tissues make up a dynamic environment wherein 1.2 to 2.0 million RGC axons converge, turn, and exit the eye through the inner (Bruch's membrane opening) and outer (scleral) portions of the neural canal (Fig. 1) . [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] Within the scleral portion of the canal, the bundled axons pass through a 3-dimensional meshwork of astrocyte-covered, capillary containing, connective tissue beams known as the lamina cribrosa (Fig. 1) . Within the lamina, axonal nutrition is dependent on the movement of oxygen and nutrients from the laminar capillaries, through the laminar beam extracellular matrix (ECM), across the astrocyte basement membrane (BM) into the astrocyte, finally reaching the peripheral and central axons of each bundle, via cell processes. 55 The connective tissue beams of the lamina cribrosa are anchored via the neural canal wall to a circumferential ring of collagen and elastin fibers within the peripapillary sclera [60] [61] [62] and are presumed to bear the forces generated by IOP (Fig. 1) . However, although IOP [63] [64] [65] [66] has been shown to play a causative role in glaucomatous ONH damage at all levels of IOP, no agreement exists on the effects of IOP within the tissues of the ONH, no data exist that would allow one to predict a safe level of IOP for a given ONH, and there are no accepted explanations for the varied clinical manifestations of glaucomatous damage, 26 glaucomatous cupping, and glaucomatous visual field loss.
ONH BIOMECHANICS
We propose that ONH biomechanics provides a framework for explaining how IOP-related stress (force/ cross-sectional area of the tissue experiencing that force) FIGURE 1. The ONH is centrally influenced by IOP-related stress and strain. The ONH is made up of prelaminar, laminar, and retrolaminar regions (A). Within the clinically visible surface of the normal ONH (referred to as the optic disc) (B), central retinal vessels enter the eye and RGC axons appear pink owing to their capillaries (which are principally supplied by branches from the posterior ciliary arteries (PCA) in (C). The primary site of RGC axon insult in glaucoma is within the lamina cribrosa (schematically depicted with axon bundles in (D), isolated by trypsin digest in a scanning electron micrograph in (E) and drawn with stippled ECM, central capillary (red) and surrounding astrocytes (yellow with BMs in black) (F). Blood flow within the ONH, although controlled by autoregulation, can be affected by non-IOP-related effects such as systemic blood pressure fluctuation and vasospasm within the retrobulbar portion of the PCAs. Additional IOP-induced effects may include compression of PCA branches within the peripapillary sclera (owing to scleral stress and strain) and compression of laminar beam capillaries reducing laminar capillary volume flow (C, F). 54 There is no direct blood supply to the axons within the laminar region. Axonal nutrition within the lamina (F) requires diffusion of nutrients from the laminar capillaries, across the endothelial and pericyte BMs, through the ECM of the laminar beam, across the BMs of the astrocytes, into the astrocytes, and across their processes to the adjacent axons (vertical lines). Chronic age-related changes in the endothelial cell and astrocyte BMs, as well as IOP-induced changes in the laminar ECM and astrocyte BMs may diminish nutrient diffusion to the axons in the presence of a stable level of laminar capillary volume flow. The clinical manifestation of IOP-induced damage to the ONH is most commonly ''deep cupping'' (G) but in some eyes cupping can be shallower accompanied by pallor (H and strain (a measure of local deformation of a tissue induced by applied stress) within the load-bearing tissues of the ONH influence the physiology and pathophysiology of all 3 ONH tissue types. These include (1) the connective tissues (load-bearing connective tissues of the peripapillary sclera, scleral canal wall, and lamina cribrosa), (2) the neural tissues (RGC axons), and (3) the cells which exist alone or in contact with both 1 and 2 (astrocytes, glial cells, endothelial cells, and pericytes and their BMs). [67] [68] [69] ONH biomechanics, so defined, is simply the engineering of these tissues and, in our view, is the likely link by which non-IOP-related risk factors such as ischemia, inflammation, autoimmunity, astrocyte, and glial molecular biology are influenced by or interact with the effects of IOP. ONH Biomechanics attempts to combine these factors with laminar and peripapillary scleral connective tissue geometry and material properties (strength, stiffness, structural rigidity, compliance, and nutrient diffusion properties) to explain the physiology of normal ONH aging, ONH susceptibility to IOP, and the clinical manifestation of all forms of optic neuropathy. These are, at present, ideas that are the focus of active experimentation and have been described in greater detail in a previous report. 69 
ONH BIOMECHANICS AND ONH SUSCEPTIBILITY (Fig. 2)
The principal ocular determinants of ONH susceptibility to a given level of IOP are likely to be: (1) the level of IOP [both the magnitude and variation (potentially) over the period of exposure], (2) the geometry and material properties of the ONH and peripapillary scleral connective tissues, (3) the volume flow and perfusion pressure of blood within the laminar capillaries, (4) nutrient diffusion to the astrocyte for a given level of blood volume and pressure, (5) the molecular response of astrocytes and glia to physical strain within their BM and the presence of physiologic stress within their microenvironment (Fig. 2) , and (6) RGC factors that make its axon more susceptible to damage within the ONH, or its stroma more susceptible to apoptosis in response to axonal distress. As can be inferred from the above description, systemic processes influence ONH susceptibility by having direct or indirect effects on these ocular determinants.
ONH BIOMECHANICS AND ONH CUPPING
''Cupping'' is a clinical term used to describe enlargement of the ONH cup in all forms of optic neuropathy. [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] However, cupping is also used as a synonym for the pathophysiology of glaucomatous damage to the ONH. 44, [78] [79] [80] Because the clinical and pathophysiologic contexts for cupping are seldom clarified, there is a confusing literature regarding the presence, importance, and meaning of cupping in a variety of optic neuropathies.
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We have previously proposed 50 that all optic neuropathies, regardless of the location and etiology of the primary insult to the visual system can demonstrate clinical cupping, and that all forms of clinical cupping FIGURE 2. Whether, over the course of a lifetime, an eye demonstrates the ''neuropathy of aging'' or the neuropathy of glaucoma lies in ONH susceptibility. For a given ONH, IOP generates low or high levels of stress depending on the 3-dimensional architecture (geometry) of the ONH connective tissues (size and shape of the canal, thickness of the lamina and sclera) (susceptibility 1). Some ONHs will have relatively low stress at high IOP (d). Others will have high stress at low IOP (e). Whether a given level of IOP-related stress is physiologic or pathophysiologic depends on the ONH's microenvironment (susceptibility 2). Strong connective tissues, a robust blood supply, and stable astrocytes and glia increase the chance of normal ONH aging (right bottom). Although the existence of a neuropathy of aging is controversial, the difference between ''normal'' age-related axon loss (if it is shown to exist) and the development of glaucomatous damage is a matter of ONH susceptibility. Reprinted with permission from Prog Retin Eye Res. 2005;24:39-73).
have 2 principal pathophysiologic components-''prelaminar thinning'' and ''laminar deformation'' (Fig. 3) . Prelaminar thinning is that portion of cup enlargement that results from net thinning of the prelaminar tissues owing to physical compression and/or loss of RGC axons even in the presence of gliosis. [95] [96] [97] [98] In this paradigm, prelaminar thinning results in a clinically shallow form of cupping 99, 100 (being limited to the prelaminar tissues) that occurs in all forms of RGC axon loss (including aging) and is therefore nonspecific.
Laminar deformation is that portion of cup enlargement that results from lamina cribrosa and peripapillary scleral connective tissue damage followed by permanent, IOP-induced deformation. 45, 46, 48, 49, 69 Laminar deformation results in a clinically deeper form of cupping that occurs only in those optic neuropathies in which the ONH connective tissues have been damaged and have become susceptible to permanent, IOP-induced deformation (Fig. 4) . 101, 102 Whether the ONH connective tissues are primarily damaged by IOP or some other insult (ischemic, autoimmune, inflammatory, secondary astrocyte activation, or genetic predisposition 69 ) (Fig. 5 ), if they deform, they do so under the effects of IOP (whether it is normal or elevated) in a predictable way and this deformation underlies ''laminar'' or ''deep'' or ''glaucomatous'' cupping (Figs. 3, 4) . The previous sentence contains 2 important ideas. First, it is possible for the ONH to be primarily damaged by non-IOPrelated processes and end up looking and behaving in a manner we comfortably call glaucomatous. Second, even in this setting, IOP-related connective tissue stress and strain (at whatever level) still drive the processes that cause the damaged tissues to deform.
Thus deep, laminar, or glaucomatous cupping are terms referring to the physical manifestation of ONH connective tissue damage; that is, posterior deformation and excavation. It can only occur when IOP-related connective tissue stress and strain are actively involved (as either a primary and secondary process) (Fig. 4) . Hayreh et al 103, 104 have argued that primary ischemia to the retrolaminar optic nerve could cause a fibrotic response that pulls the lamina posteriorly into a form that is indistinguishable from glaucomatous cupping. However, we see no evidence for this in early experimental glaucoma monkeys (16% to 30% axon loss) that demonstrate profound posterior deformation of the lamina and expansion of the scleral portion of the neural canal. 45, 46, [48] [49] [50] These deformations occur after 4 to 8 weeks of minimal to moderate IOP elevations. The retrolaminar septal connective tissues in these eyes, once quantified, may demonstrate an overall increase in volume. However, we believe this phenomenon, if present, occurs in response to RGC axonal loss and/or the redistribution of laminar load to the retrolaminar septa and pia. Understood as such, it is a response to, rather than a cause of, laminar, peripapillary scleral, and scleral canal wall deformation.
Central tenets of structural engineering hold that the distribution of stress within any load-bearing structure is predictable based on its geometry and material properties. The structure will deform (generating strain within its constituent parts) according to its constituent material properties and the structure will mechanically yield (stretch beyond its elastic limit) and/or mechanically fail (pull apart) in a predictable manner based on this distribution of strain.
We have proposed that in laminar cupping (Figs. 3,  4) , individual connective tissue trabeculae of the anterior lamina cribrosa yield and then mechanically fail, thus transferring the force they were resisting to the immediately adjacent trabeculae, which increases their load for the same level of IOP. Thus, even under a constant level of IOP, the adjacent laminar trabeculae progressively yield and/or fail as the IOP-induced load is spread over a continually decreasing cross-sectional area of connective tissue. Although new findings in early experimental glaucoma suggest that the lamina both deforms (yields) and thickens 49, 105 in response to initial damage (Fig. 6 ), we believe that the final pathway to profound deformation and excavation illustrated in Figure 4 103,104 still holds.
ONH BIOMECHANICS, ONH AGING, AND AGE-RELATED OPTIC NERVE AXON LOSS
Over a lifetime, the ONH connective tissues are exposed to substantial levels of IOP-related stress and strain at normal levels of IOP, which increase as IOP is elevated (Fig. 2) . [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] Stresses and strains at a given level of IOP are physiologic or pathophysiologic depending on the response of the tissues that experience them (Fig. 2) . In this context, IOP is not so much ''normal'' as ''physiologic'' or ''pathophysiologic'' and what constitutes physiologic and pathophysiologic levels for IOP may change as they are influenced by associated systemic risks and aging.
Physiologic stress and strain induce a broad spectrum of changes in both the connective tissues and vasculature that are, over a lifetime, central to normal aging. Although the concepts of age-related optic nerve axon loss 53, [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] and an optic neuropathy of aging 21, 73, 115, 117 remain controversial, we believe that the range of physiologic stress and strain within the ONH connective tissues experienced over a lifetime are likely to be of central importance to both.
Pathophysiologic stress and strain induce pathologic changes in cell synthesis and tissue microarchitecture (Fig. 2) that exceed the effects of aging and underlie the 2 governing pathophysiologies in glaucoma: (1) mechanical yield and/or failure of the load-bearing connective tissues of the ONH (Figs. 3, 4) and (2) progressive damage to the adjacent axons by a variety of mechanisms (Fig. 5) .
The aged ONH is more likely to have stiff connective tissues [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] and a compromised blood supply. 131, 132 However, age-related increases in laminar beam thickness, 119, 122, 124, 129, 133 laminar astrocyte BM thickness, 122, 133 and laminar ECM hardening should also diminish nutrient diffusion from the laminar capillaries through the laminar ECM, across the astrocyte BMs, and into the adjacent axons (Fig. 1) . Thus, for a given magnitude of IOP insult, the aged ONH should demonstrate (1) less deformation owing to the presence of a stiffer lamina and peripapillary sclera; and (2) more pallor for a given amount of deformation because (a) the aged ONH may be more susceptible to axon loss and (b) pallor precedes deformation in the aged eye, while deformation precedes (or supersedes) pallor in the young eye.
CONNECTIVE TISSUE STIFFNESS UNDERLIES THE APPEARANCE AND BEHAVIOR OF THE AGED ONH (Fig. 5)
The clinical manifestation of glaucomatous damage at all ages should be variable depending on ONH connective tissue stiffness. 21, 134 Because aged connective tissues are most commonly stiffer than younger connective tissues, [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] age should be a reasonable surrogate for ONH connective tissue stiffness. Stiffer ONH connective tissues lead to a shallower form of cupping in both the young and old patient. 21 Although a stiff lamina will always be more resistant to deformation, in the aged patient, the laminar trabeculae may also become brittle (ie, deform less as stress increases, but fail at lower levels of strain). Thus the aged lamina may be less likely to deform posteriorly owing to its increased structural stiffness, but more susceptible to catastrophic failure (rather than yield).
Whether a stiff lamina is also a brittle lamina, and whether a stiff or brittle lamina is more or less prone to axon loss for a given form of IOP insult, are core issues in the study of ONH susceptibility that are separate from the issue of clinical appearance. These factors can be studied in aged versus very young monkeys exposed to identically stable or identically fluctuating, telemetrically controlled IOP elevations. These studies and the devices necessary to carry them out are under development in our laboratories.
IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL ONH IMAGING IN GLAUCOMA
At present, all forms of clinical imaging in glaucoma assess either the thickness of the peripapillary retinal FIGURE 4. Our central hypothesis regarding ONH connective tissue damage in laminar cupping. Deep, laminar, or ''glaucomatous'' cupping is a manifestation of ONH connective tissue damage, which can be caused by either IOP-related or non-IOP-related insults (Fig. 5) . However, regardless of the primary insult to the ONH connective tissues, their deformation (if present) is driven by IOP-related connective tissue stress and strain. Thus the presence of ONH connective tissue deformation in any optic neuropathy is evidence that the level of IOP at which it occurred (whether normal or elevated) is too high for the connective tissues in their present condition. A, Schematic of normal laminar thickness (x) within the scleral canal with scleral tensile forces acting on the scleral canal wall. B, Early IOP-related damage in the monkey eye (Fig. 6) 45-50 includes posterior bowing of the lamina and peripapillary sclera accompanied by neural canal expansion [mostly within the posterior (outer) scleral portion] and thickening (not thinning) of the lamina (y). In our studies to date, this seems to represent mechanical yield (permanent stretching) rather than mechanical failure (physical disruption) of the laminar beams (C). Progression to end-stage damage includes profound scleral canal wall expansion (clinical excavation) and posterior deformation and thinning of the lamina (z) by mechanisms that are as yet uncharacterized. 101, 102 If all other aspects of the neuropathy are identical, the stiffer the lamina, the more resistant it will be to deformation. Whether this is better or worse for the adjacent axons is a separate question that remains to be determined.
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nerve fiber layer or the surface architecture of the prelaminar neural tissues for glaucomatous damage or progression. Our concept of ONH Biomechanics and its proposed links to ONH Aging and ONH appearance suggest that new, ''subsurface'' targets for clinical ONH imaging are necessary to predict ONH susceptibility and detect early glaucomatous damage. Our concepts of ONH aging additionally suggest that these deeper imaging strategies will also be necessary to characterize the differences in the neuropathy with age.
PREDICTING ONH SUSCEPTIBILITY
There is currently no science to predict what level of IOP will be safe for a given ONH in glaucoma. Several groups are building engineering models of the neural and connective tissue of the ONH, in some cases based on digital, histologic reconstructions of human and monkey tissues. 105, [107] [108] [109] [110] The purpose of these models is to predict the engineering stress and strain within the neural and connective tissues of individual ONHs at varying levels of IOP. Eventually these histology-based models will characterize the most important determinants of neural and connective tissue susceptibility to given level of IOP, and in so doing, drive clinical imaging to capture these same subsurface features of ONH neural and connective tissue architecture.
ONH Biomechanics suggests that the following features will be of central importance: (1) the 3-dimentional geometry and material properties of the lamina cribrosa, scleral flange, and peripapillary sclera [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] ; (2) the difference in material properties between the scleral flange and the lamina cribrosa 135, 136 ; (3) the flow of blood and transport of nutrients across the BMs and ECM of the laminar beams; (4) the volume flow of blood through the intrascleral branches of the posterior ciliary arteries 54 ; (5) the presence of peripapillary scleral posterior bowing and the distance between the anterior-most point of the subarachnoid space and the vitreous cavity. 137 FIGURE 5. Although damage to the neural and connective tissues of the ONH is multifactorial, ONH appearance in the neuropathy is importantly influenced by connective tissue stiffness. In our biomechanical paradigm, IOP-related strain influences the ONH connective tissues and the volume flow of blood (primarily) and the delivery of nutrients (secondarily), through chronic alterations in connective tissue stiffness and diffusion properties (explained in Figs. 1, 2) . Non-IOP-related effects such as autoimmune or inflammatory insults (yellow) and retrobulbar determinants of ocular blood flow (red) can primarily damage the ONH connective tissues and/or axons, leaving them vulnerable to secondary damage by IOP-related mechanisms at normal or elevated levels of IOP. Once damaged, the ONH connective tissues can become more or less rigid depending on lamina cribrosa astrocyte and glial response. If weakened, ONH connective tissues deform in a predictable manner (Fig. 4) , which underlies a laminar component of clinical cupping (Fig. 3) .
EARLY DETECTION OF SUBSURFACE STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN OCULAR HYPERTENSION (Fig. 6)
We recently published 3 reports [48] [49] [50] that use highresolution, digital, 3-dimensional histomorphometry to describe the following changes in the neural and connective tissues of the monkey ONH at the onset of confocal scanning laser tomographic-detected ONH surface change in early experimental glaucoma: (1) prelaminar neural tissue thickening; (2) lamina cribrosa thickening; (3) posterior deformation of the lamina, the scleral flange, and the peripapillary sclera; and (4) expansion of the scleral portion of the neural canal beneath Bruch's membrane opening. All of these subsurface structural changes may eventually be detectable with high-resolution optical coherence tomography, or other next-generation technologies for clinical imaging. 138, 139 If true in humans, these data suggest that all ocular hypertensive patients might one day be followed to detect an increase in prelaminar neural tissue volume or thickening of the lamina cribrosa, which precedes significant visual field and peripapillary nerve fiber layer loss. Our concepts of ONH aging additionally suggest that the ratio of ''prelaminar'' to laminar alterations at the onset of glaucomatous ONH damage may be different in young versus old (compliant vs. stiff) human eyes (Fig. 6) . The clinical importance of this difference is that ONH surface change may reflect more axon loss in the aged than in the young ONH. If true, visual field loss may precede clinically detectable ONH surface change more commonly in the aged (stiff) ONH.
Finally, beyond changes that are early in the neuropathy, clinical characterization of all stages of clinical cupping into laminar and prelaminar components 50 should provide quantitative definitions for common clinical descriptions such as ''shallow,'' deep, ''senile sclerotic,'' ''thinned,'' ''tilted,'' and ''excavated.''
SUMMARY
We propose that age-related alterations in ONH Biomechanics underlie the clinical behavior and likely increased susceptibility of the aged ONH. We further propose that the tools that are being developed to study ONH biomechanics will one day drive the outcome variables of a new generation of clinical ONH imaging. These new imaging techniques will be designed to gather the information necessary to model the ONH neural and connective tissues so as to determine individual ONH susceptibility to IOP. In so doing, a secondary benefit will be subsurface structural change detection within the prelaminar and laminar tissues that may precede surface structural and functional change in ocular hypertension. A third benefit will be the clinical characterization of all forms of clinical cupping into prelaminar and laminar components. Such quantitative characterizations will add a precision to the discussion of clinical cupping, which does not currently exist, and eventually aid in the assessment of etiology in all forms of optic neuropathy, including those that may be age-related. 50 FIGURE 6. Profound subsurface structural change accompanies the onset of confocal scanning laser tomographicdetected clinical cupping in the young adult monkey eye but this may be different in the old monkey eye. Upper: normal lamina cribrosa (unhatched), scleral flange (hatched), prelaminar tissue (beneath the ILM-brown line), Bruch's membrane (solid orange line), BMO zero reference plane (dotted orange line), border tissue of Elschnig (purple line), choroid (black circles) are schematically represented in the upper illustration. Lower: overall changes in the ONH surface and subsurface architecture at the onset of confocal scanning laser tomographic-detected ONH surface change in experimental ocular hypertension in young adult monkey eyes are depicted below. Posterior bowing of the lamina and peripapillary scleral flange, thickening of the lamina, and thickening (arrows) not thinning of the prelaminar neural tissues (brown shading) underlie posterior deformation of the ONH and peripapillary retinal surface (dotted brown to solid brown ILM). Thus, although expansion of the clinical cup and deformation of the surface are clinically detectable at this early stage of the neuropathy, because they occur in the setting of prelaminar tissue thickening (not thinning) clinical cupping in experimental ocular hypertension in these young adult eyes is laminar in origin, without a significant prelaminar component (Fig. 3) . Because aged eyes will have (on average) stiffer connective tissues, we predict they will demonstrate less laminar and more prelaminar cupping at the onset of clinically detectable ONH surface change. 
